Supporting you
Are your
to become the
best version
service users
of you!
• Homeless or living in
temporary accommodation?
• Involved in the criminal justice system?
• Living with a disability?
• Feeling isolated from society?
• Experiencing low confidence
and self-esteem?
• Feeling like they have no clear
direction or goals?
Would your services users benefit from intensive
1:2:1 support tailored to suit their specific needs,
working with individuals on mind-set, confidence,
self-esteem, goal setting, accountability?
Get in touch or visit our website to see how working
in partnership with Embrace PFC CIC your service
users can benefit.

Get in touch
t. 07956 679967
w. embracepfc.com
e. emma@embracepfc.com
embracepfc
@embracepfc

Staff at Embrace have years of experience in
supporting people and we strongly believe
that every single person deserves the chance
to create a new future.
We believe in people, their futures and their capacity
for change and support them using coaching, advice
and
guidance,
mentoring,
and
to support
Staff
at Embrace
have years
of signposting
experience supporting
people
just like
YOU… for them,
our clients in a way
tailored
specifically
on their own personal journey.
We believe that every single person deserves the
choice to create a new future.
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Daveto
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We look
forward
to working
you!
“Whatwith
you did
for me really helped me,
I can not thank you enough, it really has a profound
impact on how I felt and my thinking”
Dave - Client (Ex-prisoner).
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